Solid state generators and energy harvesters for waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting
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ABSTRACT
This review covers solid state thermal to electrical energy converters capable of transforming low grade heat directly into electricity for waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting. Direct solid state heat engines, such as thermoelectric modules and thermionic converters for spatial temperature gradients, are compared with pyroelectric energy harvesters and thermomagnetic generators for transient changes in temperature. Temperature and size limitations along with the maturity of the technologies are discussed based on energy density and temperature range for the different generator technologies. Despite the low energy conversion efficiency with solid state generators, electric power density ranges from 4 nW/mm² to 324 mW/mm². The most promising sector to implement changes while reducing the primary energy consumption and saving resources, is the processing industry along with stationary and mobile electronics.

1. Introduction

The constant growth in population is followed by an increasing demand in electrical energy, since our health, safety, and comfort relies on a continuous generation and distribution of electric power. Due to the volatile nature of electricity and the limited ability of storing electrical energy, a continuous energy generation is needed. Currently, over 76% of all electrical energy is generated from non-renewable energy sources with heat remaining the primary driver [1]. Heat is utilized in conventional internal and external combustion cycles which are widely optimized in terms of non-renewable energy sources and limited by environmental regulations. At the same time, conventional combustion cycles expel large amounts of low grade thermal energy and waste heat. Waste energy, if it can be captured or harvested, is a renewable or sustainable energy source which can be used for cogeneration and energy harvesting. In addition, large quantities of currently unexplored heat sources are readily available for waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting; including e.g. solar radiation energy, geothermal energy, and thermal energy expelled by the processing industry (aluminium melting, glass manufacture, oil and gas, as well as paper and cement production) [2–4]. Solar radiation energy is a particularly important and an infinite source of renewable energy with an exceptionally high power density.

Fig. 1 compares the source power densities for various ambient thermal and radiation energy sources before conversion [5]. Thermal energy sources in solid (e.g. ground heat), liquid (e.g. hot springs) and gaseous (e.g. airflow) phases have a low power density of around 10 μW/cm² in contrast to direct and indirect radiation energy sources with a high power density of up to 10 000 μW/cm², which can be directly utilized for thermal to electrical energy conversion. However, despite the high power density of direct and indirect radiation sources the temperatures are below 230 °C and therefore are considered too low for conventional thermal to electric energy conversion systems [6]. In addition, conventional energy conversion systems, such as Bryton or Rankine cycles, have scaling issues at low temperatures and small heat loads, for which reason practical applications need a minimum generator size of 1 kW [7]. In an effort to utilize small heat sources below 1 kW a number of small-scale solid state thermal to electrical energy converters have been developed, capable of converting low temperature heat directly into electrical energy. Solid state thermal to electrical energy converters are heat engines, or small generators, and energy harvesters capable of transforming heat directly into electricity. The governing physical principles with solid state thermal to electrical energy converters work over several orders of magnitude and enable the utilization of previously unexplored low grade thermal energy and waste heat. With solid state heat engines, small quantities of low grade thermal energy and waste heat, at temperatures just above ambient, can...
be directly converted into electrical power in the microwatt to milliwatt range. The generated electrical power allows to locally power a large number of small scale electronic devices as well as autonomous and self-sustaining applications, without the need for maintenance and additional costs. Most autonomous and self-sustaining applications such as low power electronics, internet of the things (IoT) devices and wireless sensor networks [8] or mechanical actuators and pump applications [9], can be powered using solid state energy converters. The power level with low power electronics is usually in the range between 10 nW and 1 mW when operating continuously or intermittently, and can be used without the need for external batteries or hard wiring [10,11]. In addition, solid state energy converters do not have any mechanical motion when converting heat directly into electrical energy, for which reason no mechanical wear and fewer transformation losses are expected. A recent review provides more general information on materials, methods and devices for thermal energy harvesting [12]. However, this review compares currently available industrial applications as well as experimental and practical small-scale solid state thermal to electrical energy conversion technologies capable of recovering low grade waste heat. Amongst the most popular solid state heat engines are commercially available thermoelectric modules utilizing a spatial temperature differences between a static heat source and heat sink. A spatial temperature difference can be also utilized using experimental thermionic devices transforming a constant heat flow into direct electricity. In contrast to spatial temperature difference, transient or oscillating changes in temperature, such as day and night temperature changes, introduce fluctuating heat flows. A fluctuating heat flow can be converted into electrical using solid state pyroelectric energy harvesters or thermomagnetic devices, which show interesting developments in recent years. The development of heat engines over time has also revealed some highly innovative concepts for solid state generators such as the single atom engine [13], thermal resonators using thermal effusivity materials [14] or more abstract approaches such as a magnon-driven quantum-dot heat engine [15]. Further, chemical principles such as thermogalvanic converters [16] using alkali metals [17], are currently of more interest from a theoretical point of view when used for waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting applications. However, this review predominantly focuses on experimental and practical applications of solid state heat engines for waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting. When recovering heat and harvesting thermal energy, every thermal energy conversion process is limited by the Carnot energy conversion efficiency which is defined by the available heat source temperature \( T_{\text{Hot}} \) and heat sink temperature \( T_{\text{Cold}} \) as follows [18]:

\[
\eta_{\text{Carnot}} = 1 - \frac{T_{\text{Cold}}}{T_{\text{Hot}}}
\]

With a waste heat source temperature of 230°C (503K) and an ambient heat sink temperature of 22°C (295K), the maximum energy conversion efficiency of a generator or harvester is then limited to the Carnot efficiency of 41% (Eq. (1)). However, with decreasing heat source temperatures the Carnot efficiency also rapidly decreases due to a slower heat flow; this necessitates larger heat transfer equipment.
leading to more temperature sensitive generators. Hence, most practical waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting applications have a significantly smaller conversion efficiency, when compared to the theoretical Carnot efficiency, ranging from < 1% to 16% [19]. Regardless of the low efficiency, most ambient and small scale heat sources are readily available, for which reason the recovery of waste heat is considered free because operation costs are nearly zero. Therefore, only the electric output of the generator or energy harvester is of interest in practical applications. For this reason, this review compares current experimental and industrial advances in waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting technologies, along with the material engineering research efforts and recent generator designs. In detail, experimental and commercially available thermoelectric generators, thermionic converters, pyroelectric harvesters, thermomagnetic generators and the materials employed are discussed. The theoretical and the experimental efficiency $\eta$ along with the available electrical energy are compared based on the effective electric output, power density, and output voltage/current. In this analysis the experimental efficiency $\eta$ is defined by the electric output and the heat input as follows:

$$\eta = \frac{\text{Electric output}}{\text{Heat input}}$$ (2)

With a clear focus on the available heat source temperature, this review maps the available solid-state generator technologies and discusses industrial and experimental applications for waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting. When implementing waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting applications, generators size limitation and scaling issues are also discussed. In addition, the maturity and the costs of the waste heat recovery technologies and their applications are compared, followed by an outlook for prospective opportunities in these fields. Considering that the electric output power of the generator or harvester is free, this research can be paralleled with the effort to reduce the demand for primary energy sources and enable an autonomous powering of practical low power applications, without the need for external batteries, hard wiring and maintenance. The sectors benefitting most from waste heat recovery and energy harvesting applications and the reduction of primary energy consumption and conservation of resources, is the processing industry followed by stationary and mobile electronics.

2. Thermoelectric generators

Thermoelectric devices, or thermoelectric generators (TEG), are solid state heat engines and convert thermal energy directly into electrical energy. Thermal energy from a hot heat source and a cold heat sink creates a spatial temperature difference which can be utilized in a TEG. When the TEG is place between the hot heat source and a cold heat sink, the temperature difference is converted into an electric current across the generator terminals. This effect is based on the thermoelectric, or Seebeck, effect. The Seebeck effect describes the voltage developed across two dissimilar electrical conductor materials creating a hot thermoelectric junction. The assembly of thermoelectric junctions is known as a TEG module and acts as an electric power generator continuously driving a direct electric current (DC) through an external electrical load.

![Fig. 2. Cross section schematic of a TEG module with a p-type semiconductor connected to an n-type semiconductor forming a junction at the hot side (T_{hot}) and two electric terminals at the cold side (T_{cold}).](image)
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Fig. 2 shows a cross section schematic of a TEG module with a hot side ($T_{hot}$) heated by the heat source ($Q_{heat}$) and a cold side ($T_{cold}$) cooled by the heat sink ($Q_{sink}$). At the hot side, the TEG architecture has a connection, or junction, which electrically joins two dissimilar semiconductor compounds [20]. One compound contains positive (p-) type charge carriers (holes) and the other compound contains negative (n-) type charge carriers (electrons). The two semiconductor compounds are electrically connected in series forming two electric TEG terminals. When the thermoelectric p-n junction is heated, an electrical potential difference ($V$) develops across the two TEG terminals in response to the applied temperature difference ($T_{hot} - T_{cold}$). The potential difference is proportional to the applied temperature difference $\Delta T$ with most thermoelectric materials ranking around $\pm 200 \mu V/K$ [21]. When the two TEG terminals are connected to an external load, the terminal voltage discharges from the n-type terminal to the p-type terminal driving an electric current, based on the principle of drift diffusion, and therefore the TEG continuously converts thermal energy directly into electric power. If an external electric power is supplied to the thermoelectric module, the converse refrigeration effect, known as the Peltier effect, occurs moving heat from the cold to the hot side [22]. Most TEGs are built from two dissimilar semiconductor materials and two electrodes and are considered highly scalable, potentially highly efficient due to the lack of moving parts with no mechanical losses, and silent in operation [23]. These unique properties enable the utilization of small scale waste heat sources and the harvesting of abundantly available thermal energy which has been discussed in a large number of excellent reviews on thermoelectric materials [24], devices [21], and applications [21–23]. The potential of a TEG material to convert heat directly into electric energy is defined by the Seebeck coefficient $S_{Seebeck}$ [V/K] and is used to quantify the conversion efficiency of bulk thermoelectric compounds according to the $zT$ figure of merit [25]:

$$zT = \frac{S_{Seebeck}^2 T}{\varphi \kappa}$$ (3)

where $T$ [K] is the average operating temperature, $\rho$ [Ω.cm] the electrical resistivity and $\kappa$ [W.m⁻¹.K⁻¹] the thermal conductivity of the bulk thermoelectric material. The voltage $V$ developed across the thermoelectric material assembly, with a given Seebeck coefficient and the available temperature difference ($T_{Cold} - T_{Hot}$) follows [19]:

$$V = \int_{T_{Cold}}^{T_{Hot}} S_1(T) dT - S_2(T) dT$$ (4)

for the Seebeck coefficient $S_1$ at the heat source temperature ($T_{Hot}$) and $S_2$ at the sink temperature ($T_{Cold}$). Based on the definition above, the maximum conversion efficiency $\eta_{TE}$ of a TEG is limited by the Carnot efficiency and thus can be written as [26]:

$$\eta_{TE} = \frac{T_{Hot} - T_{Cold}}{T_{Hot}} \sqrt{1 + zT - 1}$$ (5)

where the heat source temperature $T_{Hot}$ and the figure of merit $zT$ are the governing parameters. For a given heat source, the design of a TEG starts with the selection of the thermoelectric material. Ideally, a thermoelectric material is a poor thermal conductor but a good electrical conductor in order to obtain a high $zT$ (Eq. (3)). Fig. 3 shows the thermoelectric $zT$ figure of merit as a function of temperature for popular thermoelectric materials. The dotted lines refer to bulk materials and the solid lines refer to nanostructured materials. Fig. 3 also shows a very high dependence of $zT$ as a function of temperature [24]. Since thermoelectric applications are temperature sensitive, the optimum properties of thermoelectric materials are limited to a narrow
temperature window.

Amongst the most popular thermoelectric materials, for a heat source temperature between room temperature and 300 °C, are heavy metal alloys such as Bismuth (Bi), Tellurium (Te), Antimony (Sb) or Lead (Pb). Most commercially available thermoelectric modules are made of bulk Bismuth Telluride (Bi$_2$Te$_3$) semiconductors, designed to continuously operate at temperatures below 260 °C and intermittently at temperatures up to 380 °C. With an average $zT$ of $\sim 1$ with Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$ and SiGe, the assembled TEG modules provide reasonable power of 100 mW from temperature differences as small as 9K [27]. Since the ideal operation temperature of bulk Bi$_2$Te$_3$ peaks at 100°C, waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting is readily possible with numerous commercial, industrial and scientific applications such as machine health monitoring with 80 μW/mm$^2$ at 100 °C (12 mW/150 mm$^2$) [28], automotive applications with 17000 μW/mm$^2$ at over 500 °C (500 W/28800 mm$^2$) [29], fuel cells with 150 μW/mm$^2$ (at 180 °C) [30,31], and wrist watches with 5.6 μW/mm$^2$ at 36 °C (22 μW/3.9 mm$^2$) [32]. However, the energy conversion efficiency of off-the-shelf modules with a $zT$ of $\sim 1$ is well below 1%. Higher efficiencies with lead based thermoelectric modules are possible, where the $zT$ peaks close to 1.5 at temperatures above 300 °C [24]. With heat source temperature above 300 °C, high heat fluxes are present and a need for water cooled or thin film TEGs arises in order to maintain continuous operation and a reasonable temperature difference [33]. Maintaining a large temperature difference is needed to obtain a high efficiency, for which reason the optimization of bulk thermoelectric materials aims for a reduction of thermal conductivity to prevent energy loss from heat draining through the material. One approach suppressing thermal conductivity without a deterioration of electron transport, is to nano-engineer and geometrically optimize thin film thermoelectric materials [34]. Geometrical optimized films are 1 nm thick Bi$_2$Te$_3$/Sb$_2$Te$_3$ layers with a high $zT$ of 2.4 at room temperature [35]. Other approaches utilize thermoelectric nano-wires [36] or band engineering strategies such as quantum dot super-lattices [37] in order to improve electrical conductivity and reduce thermal conductivity. These advanced TEG designs allow for an energy conversion efficiency between 1 and 2% from a 20 K temperature difference (40 °C and 20 °C) delivering 0.04 μW/mm$^2$ [21]. Despite the reasonable efficiency of 1% near room temperature, there is also a need to extract the maximum power from the TEG. Since most thermoelectric applications are high current (~0.5A), but a relatively low voltage (<0.3V), methods such as impedance matching and application of DC-DC converters are needed to deliver stable voltages under varying temperature conditions [38,39]. In an effort to extend the range of TEG applications, ceramic-polymer composite thermoelectric materials have been developed. Composite TEGs enable transparent, flexible and stretchable applications with new possibilities for waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting, such as wearable electronics [40], bio-integrated systems and cybernetic applications [41].

Fig. 4 shows three types of wearable sensor nodes powered by a TEG energy harvester attached to various locations on the human skin. Composite TEGs are preferably made from a flexible material or manufactured on a flexible substrate, were they can be attached onto various locations of the skin with enhanced thermal contact on wrists (Fig. 4a) and arms (Fig. 4b+c). The graph for the wristband TEG in Fig. 4 shows an increasing power output with increasing thickness of the thermoelectric inorganic-polymer elements for varying polymer-thermoelectric filling factors F [42]. At an ambient temperature of 22 °C, the wrist TEG provides up to 350 μW of electric power, sufficient to drive wireless transceivers such as low power Bluetooth, ANT, or Zigbee. In order to increase the electric power in a TEG, the number of thermoelectric junctions can be simply increased by connecting TEGs in series, leading to a linear scaling. This linear behavior allows for a simplified design of TEG applications. The wide range of reliable and simple waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting applications with TEGs stems from this ability of modularization and the industrial scalability of the thermoelectric manufacturing process, and is further enabled by the discovery of new material synthesis and module TEG manufacturing techniques. Due to the simple TEG architecture it is easy to scale up or retrofit existing systems. For example, TEGs are best

![Fig. 3. Thermoelectric figure of merit zT as a function of temperature for thermoelectric materials. The solid lines refer to bulk materials. The dotted lines refer to nanostructured materials [24].](image)
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Thermionic energy converters (TIC), or thermionic generators, are solid state heat engines and therefore similarly to thermoelectric devices converting thermal energy directly into electrical energy. When a TIC is placed between a hot heat source and a cold heat sink, the hot electrode surface emits charge carriers (electrons). This charge emission process is based on the effect of thermionic emission, or the space charge effect, and enables a continuous surplus of electrons at the cold electrode which act as an electric power supply, continuously driving a direct electric current (DC) across an external load.

Fig. 3 shows a cross section schematic of a TIC with a hot emitter cathode ($T_{\text{hot}}$) and a cold collector anode ($T_{\text{cold}}$), separated by an inter-electrode gap $d$ [m]. The inter-electrode gap exists as a vacuum, which allows for a thermionic electron emission process at the surface of the hot electrode. This effect is described by the electrode band theory and occurs when sufficient thermal energy is supplied to the TIC hot electrode in order to emit, or eject, electrons from the electrode surface into the vacuum space (similar to the photoelectric effect). The thermionic electron emission process is quantified by a work function (WF) for the electrode material. Only when an electron receives sufficient thermal energy from the emitter electrode, in excess of the Fermi level, can an electron cloud (or space charge accumulation) occur [43]. When the emission electrode is maintained at a constant hot temperature, a continuous electron emission occurs from the hot electrode to the cold electrode in the TIC vacuum, leading to a surplus of charge at the cold receiver electrode. This surplus of charge translates into an electric potential difference across the generator terminals which can be discharged as a DC across an external electric load [44]. Recently, an excellent review on TICs for power generation was published [43]. In a TIC, the WF quantifies this electron emission and thermal energy transport process, and is defined as $\phi$ [eV] for the total current density $J$ [A/cm$^2$] injected from the hot electrode to cold electrode [45]:

$$ J = J_H - J_C = A_k^e A^* T_{\text{hot}}^2 \exp \left( -\frac{q \phi + q V}{k_B T_{\text{hot}}} \right) - A_k^e A^* T_{\text{cold}}^2 \exp \left( -\frac{q \phi - q V}{k_B T_{\text{cold}}} \right) $$

(6)

In Eq. (6), $V$ is the voltage at the TIC terminals; $J_H$ [A/cm$^2$] the current density injected from the hot electrode to the cold electrode and $J_C$ the current density emitted from the cold electrode to hot electrode; $q$ is the elementary charge [C], and $k_B$ the Boltzmann constant [46]. For the current density, the hot and cold electrode Richardson constant $A_k$ [A/m$^2$K$^2$] is for metals (120 A.m$^{-2}$ K$^{-2}$) and $A^*$ for semiconductors, accounting for the doping concentration and electronic state density [47]. With TICs, the electron flow also carries heat from the hot electrode to the cold electrode, in conjunction with conventional thermal radiation, which contributes to the heat flow across the TIC generator. The heat carried by the electron flow from the hot to the cold electrode is expressed as $Q'_e$ [W] [48,49]:

$$ Q'_e = \frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} = J_H (2 k_B T_{\text{hot}} + q \phi_H + V) - J_C (2 k_B T_{\text{cold}} + q \phi_C + V) $$

(7)

which is linked to the output power density delivered and absorbed by the TIC, and the emissivity $\epsilon$ of the hot and cold electrode material $\epsilon_H$ and $\epsilon_C$, respectively:

$$ Q_k = \epsilon_k (T_{\text{hot}}^4 - T_{\text{cold}}^4)(\epsilon_H^4 - \epsilon_C^4 - 1)^{-1} $$

(8)

which defines the power density delivered and absorbed. With the effective heat flow through the TIC, the thermionic generator efficiency $\eta_{\text{Thermionic}}$ is defined as:

$$ \eta_{\text{Thermionic}} = \frac{P}{Q_V + Q_R} $$

(9)

where $P$ [W] is the effective electric power output of the TIC. The theoretical efficiency of a TIC is only limited by the Carnot efficiency based on the available spatial temperatures difference between the two electrodes (Eq. (1)). A number of TICs utilizing heat induced thermionic emission have been theoretically and experimentally developed [43] along with the use of thermionic emission for refrigeration [50]. The governing parameter for the effectiveness of the TICs is the WF of the emitter electrode material and the corresponding temperature dependent energy barrier height $q\phi$ (Eq. (6)).

Fig. 6 compares the maximum thermionic conversion efficiency for the electrode WF, and links the WF to the temperature of the hot electrode [51]. Most pure metal and semi-conductor electrodes have a high WF of over 3 eV and require heat source temperatures in excess of 720°C in order to observe thermionic emission [58,59]. At high temperatures, over 15% conversion efficiency is possible with respective TIC hot and cold electrode temperatures between 570°C and 1300°C, revealing that this technology is remarkably suitable for industrial and nuclear heat recovery applications [52,53,54]. Experimental devices show a high power density of 320 000 μW/mm$^2$ at temperatures in excess of 1000°C [55]. However, with thermionic device the power density rapidly decreases at temperatures below 1000°C, only generating 0.04 μW/mm$^2$ (9 nW/0.25 mm$^2$) at low temperatures [56]. When pure metal and semi-conductor electrodes are used in TICs, decreasing heat source temperatures lead to a diminishing electrode emission [50]. As shown in Fig. 6, the maximum conversion efficiency of a TIC with an electrode WF of 0.75 eV, at 127°C hot electrode temperature and 27°C cold electrode temperature, is close to 20%. In order to maintain the electron emission process at low temperatures, the corresponding electrode WF also needs to be low. Alkali metals and their oxides such as e.g. Lithium (Li), Potassium (K), and Cesium (Cs) have WFs lower than most metals and semiconductors, with typical values in the range between 2.1 eV and 2.49 eV [57] and their respective oxides between 0.4 eV and 1.8 eV [51,51a,59,60].

According to Table 1, Cesium Oxide (Cs₂O) coatings with a WF of 0.6 eV are potentially suitable for TICs operating at low temperatures [60]. However, the low WF usually implies an electrode melting point temperature close to room temperature. For this reason, the metal electrodes can be oxidized to form metal oxides in order to increase the melting point temperature and enable the operation of low WF electrodes. Theoretical approaches show that electrodes coated with alkali metal oxides in TICs can facilitate the ejection of electrons at near room temperature, and recover heat at temperatures as low as 27°C [61]. In addition to the WF and the available temperature level, the efficiency of a TIC is also dependent on the inter-electrode gap distance $d$ separating the hot emitter electrode from the cold electrode [62,63]. In this regard, Lee et al. determined the maximum efficiency adjusting the gap distance [56]. Since the radiative heat transfer is only in propagative mode, and independent of the gap distance, most TICs are micro-gap...
applications with high WFs [64–66]. However, an increase in electron injection is possible with gaps distances close to the thermal wavelength (wavelength = pulsation/speed of light). In the range of 5 nm to 100 nm, a significantly higher increase in electron injection level is possible due to tunneling effects, with up to six times higher currents compared to ordinary thermionic currents [62]. However, one of the main challenges with TICs is to maintain the high vacuum package with pressures between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-9}$ mbar between the electrodes, which is needed for reliable and efficient applications. In addition, geometrical scaling issues with small gaps and large surfaces quickly arise. Therefore, the possibility of a solid-state thermionic generator with a solid contaminant layer has been proposed which helps to stabilize the device and support the gap between the electrodes [67]. At temperatures approaching room temperature, this type of solid-state thermionic power generator can be viewed as a bridge between vacuum-state thermionic converters and thermoelectric power generators [68]. More recently, solid filled graphene electrode TIC heterostructures – without a vacuum gap – showed 7 to 8% efficiency from a waste heat temperature of 226°C [69]. As an alternative to solid TICs, vapor or plasma filled gaps have been proposed which show unfavorably low efficiencies [70,62]. However, in practical applications it remains difficult to establish thermionic emission at low temperatures, due to the lack of low WF electrode materials. This insufficiency led to novel approaches like using photo excited thermionic emission, and the design of a photo excited thermionic generators. This new concept for utilizing solar energy for electricity generation and photon-enhanced thermionic emission combines quantum and thermal-mechanisms into a single physical process [71]. This combined energy converter operates at 50% overall efficiency. However, like thermoelectric devices, thermionic systems are considered a low voltage application, since the electrode band gap is low [72]. In contrast, the ease of a serial or parallel connectivity enables greater scaling possibilities, compared to other types of generator applications. The downside with TICs is the need for high heat source temperatures. However, with low WF electrodes, low temperature waste heat recovery becomes possible. For this reason, thermionic devices are considered comparable, or even superior, to thermoelectric modules, because they maintain a gap between the hot and cold source, minimizing thermal losses.

4. Pyroelectric harvesters

Pyroelectric generators, or pyroelectric energy harvesters, are solid state heat engines and convert thermal energy directly into electrical energy. In a pyroelectric harvester every change in temperature translates into an electric potential difference across the generator terminals. This potential difference is based on the pyroelectric effect, which describes the change in the crystallographic polarization moment of a pyroelectric material, in response to the change in temperature $\Delta T$ [73]. For cyclic, or time variant ($\Delta t$), heating and cooling ($\Delta T/\Delta t$) the pyroelectric energy harvester generates an alternating current (AC) across the generator terminals proportional to experienced change in temperature. In this way, pyroelectric energy harvesters are different from the previously discussed thermoelectric generators and thermionic converters where the current is proportional to the spatial temperature gradient.

Fig. 7 shows a cross section schematic of a hot and cold pyroelectric harvester element with a top and bottom electrode. The cold pyroelectric material exhibits a spontaneous polarization $P_{\text{Polarization}}$ [C/m$^2$] moment, or remnant polarization moment, perpendicular to the electrode surface area. When the pyroelectric material is heated $Q_{\text{in}}$ ($dt$) or cooled $Q_{\text{out}}$ ($dt$) over time, the spontaneous polarization moment changes ($\Delta P_{\text{Polarization}}$). Based on electrostatic principles, the change in spontaneous polarization moment perpendicular to the electrodes surface causes surface bound charge at the pyroelectric material-electrode interface to be repelled or attracted [74]. When the surface bound charge is repelled, free electrons are available as electric potential difference, or voltage $V$, across the two electrode terminals. The potential difference $V$ in a pyroelectric harvester is dependent on the pyroelectric material and the change in temperature $\Delta T$, and can be discharged as an electric current across an external electric load. The converse pyroelectric effect is known as the electrocaloric effect, in which heat is pumped into the system when an external electric field is applied. Most pyroelectric and electrocaloric applications are limited to temperatures below the Curie temperature $T_c$ [K], where the materials lose their spontaneous polarization moment [75]. The ability of a pyroelectric material to transform a change in temperature ($\Delta T$) into a change in polarization ($\Delta P_{\text{Polarization}}$) is quantified by the pyroelectric coefficient $p^*$:

$$p^* = \frac{\Delta P_{\text{Polarization}}}{\Delta T}$$

The effective change in polarization ($\Delta P_{\text{Polarization}}$) can be directly measured as a short circuit pyroelectric current $I$ [A] [74]:

$$I = p^* \cdot \frac{\Delta T}{\Delta t}$$

Fig. 7. Cross section schematic of a cold (top) and a hot (bottom) pyroelectric harvester.

![Fig. 6. Maximum thermionic conversion efficiency for the electrode work function (WF) dependent on the temperature of the hot electrode. The temperature of the cold electrode is maintained at 27°C (modified from [51]).](image-url)
or as an open circuit voltage $V$ [V]:

$$ V = \frac{p^*}{\varepsilon} \Delta T $$

(12)

at the harvester terminals, with the electrode surface area $A$ [m$^2$], effective permittivity $\varepsilon$ [F/m], and electrode distance $d$ [m]. Assuming a parallel plate capacitor geometry for the pyroelectric device structure in Fig. 7, the available potential difference and the electrical energy $E$ [J] density stored in the pyroelectric element ($E = \frac{1}{2} C V^2$) translates to [75]:

$$ E = \frac{1}{2} \frac{p^*}{\varepsilon} A. d. \Delta T^2 $$

(13)

for the given geometrical dimensions (electrode distance $d$ and electrode surface area $A$). With the available energy $E$, the pyroelectric energy harvester efficiency $\eta_{pyroelectric}$ is defined as [76]:

$$ \eta_{pyroelectric} = \frac{E}{Q} $$

(14)

for the transferred heat load $Q$ [J]. Since pyroelectric harvesters convert thermal energy from heating and cooling into electricity, the theoretical conversion efficiency is close to 50% of the Carnot efficiency [76,10].

Most pyroelectric materials are polar dielectric materials and belong to the subclass of ferroelectrics. Ferroelectric materials are single crystal, polycrystalline ceramic or crystal polymer materials. All pyroelectric materials also exhibit piezolectric activity which can be utilized for mechanical energy generation and energy harvesting [77]. According to Eq. (13), a high energy yield is given for a pyroelectric material with a high pyroelectric coefficient $p^*$ and a low permittivity $\varepsilon$ [78]. In order to determine a pyroelectric materials based on their ability to produce electricity from heat, the pyroelectric coefficient $p^*$ and the permittivity can be expressed in a pyroelectric figure of merit $F_p$: 

$$ F_p = \frac{p^*}{\varepsilon} $$

(15)

Fig. 8 compares the $F_p$ against the heat capacity of pyroelectric materials. The heat capacity must be low in order to experience a large change in temperature $\Delta T$ for the available heat load $Q$, and effectively convert heat into electricity (Eq. (11)). A large number of pyroelectric materials are thoroughly reviewed [79,80] as well as pyroelectric materials in the context of energy harvesting [75].

According to Fig. 8, amongst the most powerful materials, with a pyroelectric coefficient of $p^* = 1790 \mu C/m^2 K$, is a single crystal lead (Pb) magnesium (Mg), niobate (Nb) – lead (Pb) titanate (Ti) – PMN-0.25PT which has a pyroelectric figure of merit $F_p$ above 100 [75]. However, due to the low Curie phase transition temperature of 120°C, PMN-0.25PT is limited to low temperature pyroelectric energy harvesting applications. Most materials with a higher curie temperature of 180°C belong to the group of lead (Pb) zirconate (Zr) titanate (Ti) oxides – PbZr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$. Due to the reasonable pyroelectric coefficient of $p^* = 400 \mu C/m^2 K$, PZT is readily used for pyroelectric energy harvesting applications [81]. Concerning lead free pyroelectric materials Triglycine Selenate (TGS) has a high pyroelectric coefficient of 420 µC/m$^2$ K [82] as well as Strontium (Sr), Barium (Ba) and Niobium (Nb) – Sr$_{0.5}$Ba$_{0.5}$Nb$_2$O$_6$ (SBN) with a pyroelectric coefficient of $p^* = 650 \mu C/m^2 K$ [83]. In some pyroelectric applications the pyroelectric materials are substrate mounted films [84], but mostly pyroelectric harvesters are free standing generators. In an effort to improve energy harvesting capabilities, geometrical optimization using nano-manufacturing technologies were developed to enable the design of Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanowire pyroelectric harvesters, which show pyroelectric and thermoelastic activity [85]. Another lead free pyroelectric material suitable for energy harvesting applications is Polyvinylidene Difluoride (PVDF). PVDF is, compared to ceramics, a pyroelectric active polymer with a pyroelectric coefficient of $p^* = 25 \mu C/m^2 K$ [86]. In contrast to ceramics, PVDF polymers have unique mechanical properties of high tensile stress and low weight. With flexible PVDF, or more powerful PVDF derivative PVDF-TrFe films, low cost pyroelectric energy harvesters can be simply attached to an external resistor [87]. However, due to the AC nature of pyroelectric harvesters, AC to DC rectification is needed for most applications [88]. The fact that pyroelectric generators supply AC stems from the temperature variations or alternating heat flows needed for thermal energy conversion. When the pyroelectric harvester is optimized for externally induced temperature variations, pyroelectric generators can exceed a 40 V terminal voltage and micro amperes of electric current [86], for which reason most pyroelectric energy harvesters are considered high voltage and low current applications. In practical applications passive pyroelectric generators utilize slow, small and rare natural temperature changes. Successful harvesting applications have been demonstrated for road vibrations [89] and thermal impacts [90], harvesting mechanical and thermal energy. At room temperature, natural temperature fluctuations were harvested with PVDF. However, since natural day and night temperature fluctuations are small and slow, the peak voltage was just 2 V delivering only 0.004 µW/mm² of electric power [91]. Certain weather conditions allow for pyroelectric solar radiation energy harvesting, due to the shade produced by passing clouds, and deliver 0.01 µW/mm² (4.9 µW/500 mm²) [92]. However, the utilization of natural and slow temperature oscillations creates a necessity for energy storage circuits with pyroelectrics [93]. Efforts to increase the temperature variation frequency and the temperature gradient include a self-induced pyroelectric heat engine which makes use of a bi-stables membrane for mechanical temperature switching. The conversion of thermal to mechanical energy then generates an open circuit voltage of up to 13 V (primarily utilizing the piezoelectric effect) and delivers 0.03 µW/mm² at an efficiency of 1.2 x 10⁻⁴ [94]. These active types of generators require external control units which are considered a parasitic loss for the harvester. A more advanced approach of pyroelectric energy harvesting is to modulate the level of polarization $P_{polarization}$ of the pyroelectric material by applying an external electrical field while changing the temperature $\Delta T$. With the external electric field, the polarization and the change in temperature is constantly maintained until enough electric charge is stored in the pyroelectric harvester. This controlled operation principle of a pyroelectric harvester is known as a thermodynamic Olsen cycle [95]. With the Olsen cycles, significant improvements in the power density (6.5 µW/mm²) and efficiency 1.3% of PMN-PT were achieved [96]. Recently, a laser modulated Olsen cycles reported an extremely high energy density of up to 40 µW/mm² using.
sophisticated device manufacturing and Olsen circuit control techniques [97]. The Olsen cycle was also successfully utilized in a pyroelectric generator using liquid-based switchable thermal interfaces [98].

According to Fig. 9, the liquid switchable interfaces enables a transition between the conductive and non-conductive liquid state which is synchronized with the external electrical polarization field. Cycling heat between a heat source and a heat sink provides remarkably high power densities of up to 7 μW/mm² from a temperature difference of 80 K. Similar theoretical designs employ a cantilever structure which mechanically switches the heat flow using bimetals (such as those used in thermostats) which operate between a spatial temperature gradient and convert heat into the temperature fluctuation needed for pyroelectrics energy harvesting [99]. Since all pyroelectric materials are also piezoelectric, hybrid mechanical and thermal type generators are possible and proved to be very powerful [100]. Here, the harvester experiences mechanical motion and introduced piezoelectric activity in the pyroelectric harvester materials [101]. More recently, a novel type of pyroelectric energy harvester was developed using an oscillating heat pipe-pyroelectric assembly and continuously generates electrical energy from a spatial heat gradient. The pyroelectric elements absorb heat from an evaporating and condensing fluid in a oscillating heat pipe and recover high thermal loads between 60 °C and 25 °C with an effective change in temperature of 5 K. This allows an external 50 pF storage capacitor to be charged to 0.2 V within 50 s [102]. Certain environmental circumstances also allow for mechanical and thermal energy to be simultaneously explored. A wind driven pyroelectric generator utilizes a wind induced rapid changes in temperature when the sun is shining and the wind is strong [103]. The future of pyroelectric energy harvesting lies in small generator thermal masses which allow for rapid and high changes in temperature. On the other hand, the AC nature of pyroelectric harvesters requires rectification and power conditioning which leads to transformation losses. The possibility of harvesting both mechanical energy using the piezoelectric effect and thermal energy using the pyroelectric effect, provides a challenging opportunity for future energy harvesting with pyroelectric materials.

5. Thermomagnetic generators

Thermomagnetic generators, or thermo-magneto-electric generators, are solid state heat engines and convert thermal energy directly into electrical energy. In a thermomagnetic generator every change in temperature (ΔT) translates into an electric current across the generator terminals. When heated, the ferromagnetic material in the thermomagnetic generator experiences a crystallographic phase transition followed by a rapid change in the magnetic moment. This change in magnetic moment induces an electromagnetic induction force (EMF), or electromotive force, and drives an electric current across an external electric load. For cyclic, or time variant (ΔT/Δt) the thermomagnetic generator drives an alternating current (AC) across the generator terminals proportional to the experienced change in temperature.

Fig. 10 shows a cross section schematic of a solid-state thermomagnetic generator which consists of an electrical inductor coil wound around a C-shaped external hard permanent magnet with a soft ferromagnetic material placed between the two poles as a shunt. The ferromagnetic shunt has a temperature sensitive magnetic permeability and guides the magnetic field lines of the permanent magnet. When the shunt is heated over time by Qin (dt) through the phase transition temperature, or Curie temperature (Tc), the permeability of the shunt changes which consequently alters the intensity of the magnetic flux through the C-shaped permanent magnet [104]. Every change in magnetic flux of the C-shaped permanent magnet then induces an electric current in the inductor coil, which is available as electric power across the generator terminals and described by Faraday’s law. When the shunt material is cooled, the magnetic field in the external permanent magnet restores and induces a reverse electrical current in the inductor coil. If the ferromagnetic shunt is sequentially heated and cooled, the thermomagnetic generator drives an alternating current (AC) across the generator terminals [105]. The induced voltage V in the thermomagnetic generator as in Fig. 10 is defined as [106]:

\[ V = -NS \frac{dB}{dt} \]

where \( N \) is the number of turns in the inductor coil, \( S \) [m²] is the...
average area enclosed by the inductor coil and $dB$ [T] is the change in magnetic flux. The change in magnetic flux $dB$ divided by the change in time $dt$ is then defined as \[106,107]:

$$\frac{dB}{dt} = \frac{\left(H - \frac{A}{\mu_0 n_s} \frac{R}{n_0 L_s S}\right)}{n_0^2 L_s S}$$ (17)

where $L_s$ is the shunt length, $\mu_s$ is the relative permeability of the shunt and $\mu_0$ the vacuum permeability [H/m], $n_s$ [m$^{-1}$] is the turns per unit length of the inductor coil, $R$ the coil resistance [$\Omega$] and $H$ the total magnetic field [A/m]. The temperature sensitive permeability of the shunt material and the corresponding rate of change in permeability determines the efficiency of the thermomagnetic generator to convert heat into electricity. The temperature dependent change in permeability of the shunt is modelled as \[106]:

$$\mu_s = \mu_c + A_c (T_c - T)^x$$ (18)

where $\mu_s$ is the relative permeability of the Curie point, $T_c$ the Curie temperature and $T$ the shunt temperature. $A_c$ and $X$ are empirical derived constants. For a given change in the temperature $\Delta T$ of the shunt material, the efficiency of a thermomagnetic generator is identified as \[108]:

$$\eta_{\text{Thermomagnet}} = \frac{\pi}{4\sqrt{2}} \frac{\Delta T}{T_c}$$ (19)

assuming the change in temperature $\Delta T$ crosses the Curie temperature $T_c$ of the shunt material (for an effective change in permeability). If heat is supplied and removed periodically to the ferromagnetic shunt, the temperature range should ideally remain within a very narrow temperature window, just above and below $T_c$. Consequently, this type of thermomagnetic generator has the potential to work at very high efficiencies when utilized for heating and cooling, due to the lack of mechanical motion. A number of excellent reviews on thermomagnetic materials [109] and devices [104] are available. Efficiency estimates report between 55% and 75% of the theoretical Carnot efficiency [109]. The key component of the thermomagnetic generator is the ferromagnetic shunt material. Ferromagnetic materials usually have a high Curie temperature, such as ferromagnetic Iron (Ir) which shows a large drop in the magnetic moment at the Curie phase transition temperature of 126°C. The first practical thermomagnetic generator uses a soft ferromagnetic material suspended on a particular strong aluminum, nickel- and cobalt-alloy (AlNiCo) counterpart. A similar AlNiCo alloy was used in a Tungsten thermomagnetic generator which showed an efficiency of 2% from temperature differences as low as 6 K [104]. This concept was further developed with Ni$_{45}$Co$_{6}$Mn$_{40}$, and Sn$_{10}$ at a phase transition temperature of 126°C [115]. Among the materials with the largest change in magnetic permeability is Holmium (Ho), with a ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic phase transition [116]. However, the phase transition temperature with Ho is 20 K and too low for any practical generator and energy harvesting applications. Despite the limited number of shunt materials available and the need for cycling temperature changes, various conceptual thermomagnetic generator designs exist. One generator design uses an external heat sources at a temperature ranging from 90°C to 225°C in order to experimentally demonstrate thermomagnetic energy generation from a continuously alternating hot and cold fluid reservoir [107]. A similar experimental approach uses a manually controlled water valve to cycle heat from external tanks in a thermomagnetic generator [117]. However, for standalone thermomagnetic generators a self-induced temperature cycling technique is needed in order to continuously generate electricity from heat.

**Fig. 11** (a) shows a thermomagnetic generator which mechanically switches the ferromagnetic shunt temperature. This mechanic-thermomagnetic generator uses a soft ferromagnetic material suspended on a serpentine spring near a permanent magnetic material [105]. The principle of the device relies on the thermally induced second order phase transition producing mechanical energy, which is subsequently converted to electrical energy. The spatial temperature difference between the hot side, maintained at 50°C, and the cold side, maintained at 0°C, produced 35 $\mu$W/mm$^2$ of electric power for a hot/cold gap distance of 0.2 mm. A similar mechanical-thermomagnetic assembly employed a thermomagnetic restoring spring mechanism, and converted mechanical energy into electrical energy using the piezoelectric

![Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of a thermomagnetic generator (a) with a lever spring (b) cycling heat (c) between a hot heat source and a cold heat sink distance and the corresponding power density of the generator [105].](image-url)
effect [118]. This design developed high voltages between 5 and 50 V due to the high potential open circuit voltages possible with piezoelectric devices. The concept of combining thermomagnetic and piezoelectric principles was extended to thermomagnetic actuated piezoelectric-cantilever systems, exchanging the heat flow between the hot source and cold sink [119]. Apart from the changes in permeability with the thermomagnetic shunt, mechanical forces also change the geometry of the shunt. This mechanical component also leads to a subclass of thermomagnetic heat engines utilizing magnetostriction effects. Magnetostriuctive thermomagnetic devices, thermomagnetic mechanical heat engines or Curie motors, are designed to convert heat into mechanical motion and subsequently into electrical energy [113]. Compared to natural temperature oscillations, these experimental thermomagnetic generators shows a relatively high alternating frequency of 1.56 Hz, and an AC peak voltage between 1.5 and 2.2 V. Other forms of cantilever designs include a mechanical Cu-Zn cantilever beam, converting thermal energy into mechanical energy and subsequently into electrical energy [120]. When close to the resonance frequency, the thermo-electrical-electrical-system receives thermal energy at 160 °C and provides up to 0.16 μW/mm² (2.4 μW/15 mm²) of electric power. However, heat cycling and rectification/power-conditioning the AC output power is required for most applications, due to the low voltage nature. Furthermore, since most thermomagnetic materials are metals, generator weight is relatively high. Interestingly, opportunities for dense generator packages exist as the low thermal conductivity and the mechanical expansion of the shunt allows for the development of an active thermomagnetic device with strong changes in the magnetic field. For this reason, thermomagnetic generators remain at an early experimental stage and therefore have not yet been commercially exploited.

6. Conclusions

The conversion of low temperature heat into electrical energy has been exploited by numerous technologies and has many applications available. Solid-state heat engines, thermal to electrical energy converters and energy harvesters are standalone generators, which allow for local powering of small-scale electronic devices as well as autonomous and self-sustainable applications, without the need for maintenance and additional costs. Table 2 shows a summary of the key design parameters for thermoelectric generators, thermionic converters, pyroelectric harvesters and thermomagnetic generators.

The main key design parameter for the generators and energy harvesters in Table 2 is the heat transfer mode. With thermoelectric and thermionic devices a spatial temperature gradient is needed compared to the transient change in temperature with pyroelectric and thermomagnetic devices. For the same reason, thermoelectric and thermionic converters supply a direct current (DC) which is desirable for most modern electronics and for electrical energy storage. In particular, thermoelectric modules show recent material engineering efforts which have improved the power output by 50% under laboratory conditions, when compared to off-the-shelf BiTe modules. With scalable and flexible thermoelectric modules, it becomes possible to extend the field of application into wearable devices and operation under harsh conditions. With respect to the heat source temperature, technically viable thermoelectric waste heat recovery technologies need a heat source temperature of 100 °C which shows reasonable generator power densities of up to 80 μW/mm². On the other hand, thermionic converters require a relatively high heat source temperature, well above 100 °C, in order to deliver a direct current. Highly efficient electrode coatings exist but require further material engineering efforts in order to maintain durability. Currently, there are no real world applications at temperature below 100 °C available. However, the intrinsic feature of low thermal conductivity and the potentially high efficiency of 20% might enable powerful waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting applications in the future using advanced electrode materials.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Thermoelectric generator</th>
<th>Thermionic converter</th>
<th>Pyroelectric harvester</th>
<th>Thermomagnetic generator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfer mode</td>
<td>Spatial temperature gradient (ΔT)</td>
<td>Spatial temperature gradient (ΔT)</td>
<td>Transient change in temperature (ΔT/Δt)</td>
<td>Transient change in temperature (ΔT/Δt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature range [°C]</td>
<td>35–1000</td>
<td>180–1700</td>
<td>20–200</td>
<td>10–1120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Semiconductors compounds: e.g. Bi₂Te₃, SiGe</td>
<td>Semiconductor compounds: e.g. Cd₃O/Si, K₂O₂/Si</td>
<td>Crystalline ceramics and polymers: e.g. BiTe₃, LiNBO₃, PVDF</td>
<td>Ferromagnetic metals, alloys, oxides: e.g. Co, Fe, Ni, Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron transport mechanism</td>
<td>Drift diffusion</td>
<td>Thermonic electron emission</td>
<td>Coulomb forces</td>
<td>Electromagnetic induction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of thermal losses</td>
<td>Thermal conduction</td>
<td>Thermal radiation</td>
<td>Thermal diffusion</td>
<td>Thermal diffusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical 1st law efficiency</td>
<td>5% with ΔT = 1 (Bi₂Te₃)</td>
<td>20% with ΔT = 0.4 V (K₂O₂)</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental efficiency [%]</td>
<td>0.1–2</td>
<td>0.09–14.7</td>
<td>&lt;1.3</td>
<td>0.166–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy density [μW/mm²]</td>
<td>0.04–17 000</td>
<td>0.04–324 000</td>
<td>0.004–40</td>
<td>0.16–35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output current</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
exchange because the pyroelectric material is a thermal and electrical insulator. From a material point of view, pyroelectric harvesters can be very thin and are highly flexible, and work well for temperature oscillations. Due to the simple architecture, pyroelectric energy harvesters and thermionic devices can be easily fabricated using sophisticated device manufacturing and material deposition techniques, and have a high potential to deliver promising energy harvesting applications. Similar to pyroelectric harvesters, thermomagnetic generators also need a transient, or oscillating, change in temperature. Since most thermomagnetic materials are metals, rapid temperature fluctuations are possible. For this reason, thermomagnetic generators show a high power density of up to 35μW/mm² when converting thermal energy into electrical energy at a temperature of 50°C. However, the inconvenient exchange of heat leads to a lack of waste heat recovery possibilities with only a small number of experimental thermomagnetic solid state applications. In general, most solid state engines for waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting show a potentially high energy conversion efficiency, but remain a low power application. Since the temperature level is usually not adjustable in waste heat recovery and thermal energy harvesting, every technology has to be tailored to the heat source. From an economical point of view the engineering efforts needed to design a device and the costs of the materials remain high, for which reason the right spectrum for applications needs to be found.
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